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We propose a multi-stage framework for parametric curves detection in images. Firstly,
we search edge curves, then, after several preparatory procedures, they are stored as
chains of connected pixels. These chains are analyzed both as whole and as piecemeal.
Analysis of each fragment firstly uses randomized methods to reject certainly
inappropriate models. Only for remaining hypothesis we perform accurate model
parameter estimation by least squares method and check reliability of a hypothesis by
chi-square criterion. Such two stage approach allows us achieve high performance,
search parametric curves of different types simultaneously, including cases when
different fragments of one curve correspond to different models. The measurement
results of parameters estimation accuracy and algorithm operation time are given.

Introduction
One of the key problems in image processing
and computer vision is detection of objects of
interest on images. Usually such objects are
artificial objects, so the task of finding of
geometric primitives such as straight lines,
circles, ellipses, etc. is very important.
There are many methods that solve this
problem. Approaches based on Hough
transform [4] are slow, use a large amount of
memory and focus on finding only one type of
curves. Significant improvement of these
approaches is use of random sampling [8], [1],
[6]. Approach [1] requires very small amount
of memory. However, a common disadvantage
for randomize methods are missing of curves
in complex images due to low probability of
that a random sample set of points belongs to a
single curve. Another serious disadvantage of
both approaches is missing of small length
curves. It is due to two main reasons. The first
is a small maxima value in parametric space
for such curves. And the second reason is that
when transform to parametric space we lose

information about points positions, so two
situation becomes indistinguishable: a set of
connected points and a set of same number and
brightness sparse points.
The approach based on beamlets [3] is also
focused on finding single type of curves.
We proposed a framework for detection of
parametric curves of different types
simultaneously, including cases when different
fragments of one curve correspond to different
models. Our approach based on analyzes of
chains of connected pixels and uses random
methods only for primary analysis to exclude
certainly inappropriate hypothesis.
Algorithm overview

The general scheme of our algorithm (Fig. 1)
consists of several steps. First step is edge
detector. We use Canny detector for grayscale
images and Di Zenzo/Cumani detector for
color images [7], both with subpixel accuracy
[2]. These detectors give edge curves with
small number of breaks and almost
everywhere 1 pixel thickness. The next step is
edge curves preprocessing. We thin edge
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curves with thickness more than 1 pixel [9].
Then we remove branch points from edges. It
simplifies our algorithm and allows us to
collect curves points into lists on the next step
instead of graph. On the other hand, edge
detection accuracy in the neighbourhood of
branch points much lower, so excluding such
points from consideration looks like
disturbance removal. In the lists each point is
represented by its coordinates, direction and
magnitude of (color-) gradient. All further
analysis use only vectorized data instead of
pixel representation. Final decision on curve
detection is accepted based on χ2-criterion.

Fig 1. General scheme

Removing of branch points
We remove branch points after edge line
thinning, so all edge curves have 1 pixel
thickness at this step. Our branch detection
algorithm use ideas and notations similar to
[2].
Let P is pixel on image. If P is edge pixel
than P  1 , otherwise P  0 . For each edge
point with (i, j) coordinates take a window of
size 3×3 and enumerate pixels in it in the
following order
P1 (i, j ), P2 (i  1, j ), P3 (i  1, j  1), P4 (i, j  1),..., P9 (i  1, j  1) .
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Calculate two values: J ( P1 )   Pi and K ( P1 )
i2

is number of patterns 01 in the sequence
P2 ...P9 P2 . If J ( P1 )  5  K ( P1 )  2 than P1 is
branch point.
Curves analysis algorithm
General scheme of curves set analysis is
represented by Algorithm 1 - Algorithm 4.

More formal and detailed description of curves
analysis algorithm is given in [5].
Algorithm 1. FindParamCurves() Search
for parametric curves in a list of curve points
1. for each edge curve do
2. for each model do
3.
if QuickTest then do
4.
if FindParamCurve then do
Add points from adjacent
segments to current curve
5.
and refine the model
parameters. Store
found model.
6.
if model not found then do
7.
Separation
Algorithm 2. QuickTest(): Quick test
current hypothesis on current curve fragment
Randomly take N points from
curve. ( N – is minimal
1.
number of points required for
model parameters estimation)
Estimate parameters of model
2.
using these N points.
3. Randomly take one more control
point from curve.
If control point lies nearby
4. model curve quick check is
passed.
Repeat steps 1-4 several times
and if count of quick check
5.
is reasonable, suppose that
QuickTest is passed.
Algorithm 3. FindParamCurve(): Estimate
parameters of model using all curve points.
Estimate model parameters by
1.
Least Square Method.
Reliability of each acceptable
2. model for this curve is
estimated with χ2-criterion.
3. Chosen a most reliable and
simple model.
If no any model satisfied to
4. 2
χ , model is not found.
Algorithm 4. Separation(): Recursive
separation of curve into 2 parts.
Edge points of the curve
1.
divided in half parts.
For each part invoke
2.
FindParamCurves
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Results
Timing experiments were made on computer
with CPU Intel Core 2 Duo 2.00 GHz, RAM 2
Gb. In our C++ realization we search for two
type of parametric curves: lines and circles.
Times of our algorithm and comparison with
algorithm [1] are presented in table 1. Dashes
indicate tests for which algorithm [1] is not
computed. Example of results shows on fig. 2

with different radius. On each graph x-axis
represents visible part of arc (in degrees).
Fig. 3 shows that small arcs of circles with
small radius are more resistant to miss
detecting. This is because small arcs under
influence of noise have less chance to break
during edge detection.
Conclusion
Framework for parametric curves detection on
grayscale and color images with reliability
control is developed. Comparison with
algorithm [1] shows similar time, but our
method finds simultaneously different types of
curves, has no restrictions on complexity of
images and on length of edge curves. Proposed
algorithm has low probability of missing
curve. Another curve types detection can be
easy incorporated in the proposed framework.
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Fig. 3. Accuracy results, g) is one of test images, e) is edges founded on g)
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Fig. 4. Test images

Table 1. Execution times. Numbered columns contain times in milliseconds of (1) edge detector (2) thinning
curves, (3) removing nodes, (4) vectorization, (5) finding parametric curves, (6) total execution time of our
algorithm without edge detection (7) number of detected circles with our algorithm, (8) total execution time of
algorithm [1] without edge detection, (9) number of detected circles with algorithm [1].
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